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“Fairness in the industry”.
Good afternoon. [Introductory comment].
The following email was sent to the RVR just last week.
“Hi. I am trying to help an ex neighbor who had to terminate her ORA and vacate her villa back in November of

last year because of personal circumstances. [It turns out she could no longer financially afford the villa when her
husband had to go into care. The email goes on to say…] Her villa has still not been sold, and three expressions
of interest to purchase have fallen through. Our concern is that not enough marketing has been done right from
the outset - What would be considered ‘the proper steps’ (words from the ORA) to market the unit?
Since it is nearly nine months and still no new ORA contract for the unit, what does it mean that the resident or
their representatives have the right to ‘give a dispute notice’ to the owner? And would one want to enter into
one?
We are trying to help her as she is emotionally drained and fragile after losing her husband [of 60 years] earlier
this year after a very long and slow demise of ill health which took it’s toll over the [last] 18 months.
She doesn’t know what to do and has come to me for help as I am a local RVR Contact…. Also, in studying up
our ORA regarding termination of ORA’s and departure from the villa and village, it seems apparent that there is
no ‘Code of Practice’ to be found? It is the Code of Practice for Retirement Villages, isn’t it? We can’t even see
one in amongst our hard copies and emails for our ORA purchase? but it states that we should receive copies at
this time and also it should be available at the village?
😊
We would greatly appreciate your comments and advice Kind regards…”
This is just one of over 200 queries received by RVResidents or RVR in the last 6 months. Currently, RVR average over 300
inbound calls to our 0800 line every month. We have 61 complaints/concerns currently documented in our complaint’s
portal. ⅔’s have requested advocacy and support, with ⅓ asking for upfront advocacy. This doesn’t include the personal
calls or emails that our 10 National Exec Reps, plus our 12 Regional contacts or our 260 local RVR village contacts receive
every week. Many of these relate to village queries, concerns or complaints. Most complaint queries take between 3 - 10
exchanges via phone, visits, or email. A number of these you will never hear about, because the people don’t want to be
identified, or complain or file a formal complaint - for reasons already covered in the Commissions Disputes and
Complaints research. This year 4 complaints have already gone to the disputes panel, and another 3 are pending simply
because the RVResidents Assoc. has agreed to either advocate on the resident’s behalf or underwrite the cost of a lawyer,
because the resident couldn’t afford one. It looks like it will be the biggest year on record for complaints, simply because
residents now have an advocate, and a voice - but it’s currently being funded entirely by residents - so here’s the funding
plug… Which govt agency would like to help fund it?... or would they prefer to have all our calls rerouted directly to them? :

Fairness in the Industry
When Retirement Village residents and intending residents as consumers enter
into an Occupation Right Agreement (ORA) they need to be able to rely on the
legislation to protect them and ensure that they will be treated fairly.
Unfortunately;
• Many ORAs contain unfair provisions sanctioned by the Code of Practice
• That Code was based primarily on input from Operators.
• In many respects the Code defeats the original purpose of the Act.
Most of the current 48,000+ residents are aged 80+ years and vulnerable.
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In 2019, when the last Commissions forum was held in Christchurch, members of the Retirement Village Residents
Association took a deep breath as they waited for Honourable Chris Faafoi to announce that a review would be
commencing. Instead, they were told that the Residential Tenancies Act was the current priority and that any review of the
Retirement Villages Act would not be considered until mid 2020.
At that same forum, a number of changes were proposed for the Code of Practice by the Retirement Commission, including
a mandated buyback within 24 months if the operator had not relicensed the unit. An operator stakeholder said the
suggested guaranteed buyback of 24 months would not work as it would send some of their members broke.
Jump forward three years to today and we’re pleased to hear that a review will be underway this year.

Consumer Protection or Not?
Some see the Retirement Villages legislation simply as a ‘regulatory framework’.
A recent Regulatory Impact Assessment on the Residential Tenancies Act stated that the Act;
“…no longer provides a level of protection that remains proportionate to the changing
composition of the market.”
Section 3 of the Retirement Villages Act 2003 states that the primary purpose of the Act is;
• to protect the interests of residents and intending residents of retirement villages:
and then later states it is there;
• to provide an environment of security and protection of rights for residents of retirement
villages:
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RVResidents believes that the Retirement Village Act is consumer protection legislation and is not intended simply as a
regulatory framework for the industry. Parking the review of the Act effectively means that the people in Retirement Villages
do not have the protections that were intended by the ACT – to protect the interests of current and future residents of
retirement villages and to provide an environment of security and protection of rights for all residents.
So, do residents see any hope for this Act being reviewed in their lifetime? [Pause]

What give Residents a glimmer of hope…
• The Residential Tenancies Act (RTA) was completed in 2020 and took a period of 2 years.
• Many of the issues that faced the RTA of the day also face the Retirement Villages Act now, specifically;
a. Security, tenure and peace of mind of the resident
b. A robust complaints process
c. Adequate protections for a vulnerable sector
• A Regulatory Impact Assessment on the RTA was conducted titled;“Improving Fairness in the Act”.
It looked at the criteria of;
Effectiveness, Efficiency, Certainty, Proportionality, Flexibility and Fairness.
These appear to map nicely across to the Retirement Village sector with one difference - the main demographic
in this sector is aged 81, female and single/widowed. So, if it was important to change the RTA… it is vitally
important to change the Retirement Villages Act.
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Well,
1. The review of the Residential Tenancies Act (RTA) was completed in 2020 and took a period of approx. 2 years.
2. Many of the issues that faced the RTA of the day also face the Retirement Villages Act now, such as;

1. Security, tenure and peace of mind of the resident
2. A robust complaints process
3. Adequate protections for a vulnerable sector
3. A Regulatory Impact Assessment on the RTA was conducted titled “Improving Fairness in the Act”. It looked at
the criteria of;
Effectiveness, Efficiency, Certainty, Proportionality, Flexibility and Fairness
- which is the same request Retirement Village residents are making today. Most of these map nicely across to the
Retirement Village sector with one key point, the majority of Retirement Village residents are over 80.
If it was important to update the Residential Tenancies Act, it is equally important to update the Retirement Villages Act.
Let's look at some comparisons of seniors living in retirement villages with seniors living in rental units:

Comparing Residential Tenancies to ORA’s.
In the RVResidents Feb 2021 WhitePaper
Submission we compared seniors in rental units
to those in ORA units. We referred to
Occupation Right Agreements as being a hybrid
model between rentals and unit titles. A similar
spreadsheet table was included as part of our
submission.
The reality is that ORA’s follow more of a rental
model than anything else, and yet in virtually all
cases the person in the ORA is less protected
and financially worse off than those renting.
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The following spreadsheet table was included as part of our submission to the White Paper. The reality is that ORA’s follow
more of a rental model than anything else, and yet in virtually all cases the person in the ORA is less protected and
financially worse off than those renting.
Here’s 10 differences between RTA and an ORA that need to be fixed;

1. Maintenance and Chattels
RENTAL TENANTS are NOT responsible for the upkeep or maintenance
of the chattels.

Most VILLAGE RESIDENTS are responsible for the upkeep or
maintenance of the chattels. eg. Residents being charged $600+ to
repair a 10 year old dishwasher rather than the operator replacing it.
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[See the Powerpoint File for all slides relating to the 10 differences mentioned below]

1. Renters are not responsible for the upkeep or maintenance of the chattels. They don’t own it, so why should they? And
yet we have residents being charged over $600 to fix a 10 year old dishwasher because in the majority of villages,
residents are responsible for the repair and maintenance of the Operators chattels.
2. Renters are protected by the New Minimum heating and insulation standards - and yet we have residents living in village
units where the curtains grow mold and the unit would utterly fail the heating and insulation standards required to be a
rental property.
3. Renters cover all ages. But the reality is that residents in villages are elderly, and some operators continue to lift their
entry age. One operator lifted it from 55 to 70 years of age over 18 months and another now has a minimum age of 75
years. We’re seeing an older demographic moving in, many with walking frame in hand, parting with the majority of their
savings. However, when they decide they want to move out or a health issue occurs and they ‘must move out’ - they’re
told they are “independent living” and need to either ‘look after themselves’ or look at care options which as we’re
seeing more and more, will require capital payment up front. Most residents can’t get the capital - the operator has it
and it won’t be paid back until the unit is relicensed to a new resident.
4. Renters stop paying rent when they leave the property. In many ORA’s the weekly fee keeps on going even though the
resident has left.
5. Renters are not faced with a rent increase during the RT Agreement time. However, in the last 4 weeks, one operator
has told its residents that it’s putting the weekly fee up by virtually 50%. FIFTY PERCENT!
6. Renters do not accrue any additional fees or deferred management charges after exit. However, some operators keep
calculating the DMF after the resident has exited, and this continues until such time that the operator re-licences the unit
and has received the incoming residents money.
7. Renters have a robust complaints system and the regulator has powers. For Retirement Village Residents, only the
Registrar has the power to suspend an operator’s licence. However, if they do suspend the licence, it stops the operator
from re-licensing units which therefore means the resident who’s waiting for their money gets caught in the middle ,so
of course it never happens. Totally ineffective legislation. No one can be awarded damages under the Act, for breaches
of the Act or Code.
8. A renter simply signs a standardised rental agreement when they decide to take up a tenancy. A resident has to sign an
ORA that is so complicated the government has mandated the need for a solicitor to it to them. No-one fully
understands the implications of the ORA because the legislation is open to wide interpretation.
9. If the renter moves to another property, they do not have to pay a second bond while waiting for the first one to be
refunded. It’s sorted within 23 working days. However, some village operators have asked for payment upfront for a
second unit if the resident wishes to shift… and some charge a second DMF. More operators are now setting up double
deferred management fee systems to ensure they get 2 bites at a resident’s equity. The result is a resident can see over
half of their capital disappear in Deferred Management Fees as they move from an ORA in independent living, to an
ORA in a Care Suite.[4] [5] [6] [7]
10. A renter has the bond returned within a set period, namely 23 working days. Yet, for the majority of village residents, it’s
not until their unit is relicensed that they get to see the 70% given back.
a. Some operator stakeholders are proposing, as a solution, that their members pay interest on any capital, after
several months if un-repaid. Unfortunately, this does not address the moral and financial issues this creates. If a resident
has moved out - they don’t want interest. They need their money back.
b. The same operator stakeholders have told us that operators will go broke if they have to pay back within a set
period. Let’s examine the likelihood of that happening:
1. In New South Wales, Guaranteed BuyBacks have been effective since the introduction of their equivalent Act in
1999 for residents with no agreed share in capital gain, and with great success. Since then, the state has
introduced Exit Entitlement Orders after 6 months for those residents that share in capital gain, again with
success.
2. One of the NZ big six state they have always paid out residents within 6 months, which included their first 13
years when they were not a publicly listed company. It was a position they took, along with keeping the DMF at
only 20% which has stood the test of time.
3. Several other NZ Operators have offered shared capital gains models and thrived - which supports the Australian
model.

4. We’ve been told by that the not-for-profit villages will suffer. When we’ve talked to some of these NFP’s they’ve
simply said that if they didn’t have the cash on hand to repay a resident’s capital back (less the DMF), they would
borrow it, while the unit sold. “It’s simply a business decision.” one manager told us, and anyway, any perceived
negative impact would be part of a regulatory impact assessment conducted at the time of a legislative review.
5. The RVR’s 12,500 strong petition to Parliament in Nov 2021 for capital repayment within 28 days of exit appears
to have increased the concern over ‘insolvencies’. Mandated buybacks work in Australia, so let’s draw a line in
the sand and make a decision.
The fact is that much of the work has already been done, thanks to the review of the Residential Tenancies Act.
RVResidents have surveyed the views of 1000’s of residents, attended numerous industry meetings and forums, pointed out
unfair clauses in ORA’s, suggested best practice changes in their White Paper submissions and “Framework for Fairness”
documents. The RVR recently completed another survey asking residents “Would you move out of your village

tomorrow if you could without being financially disadvantaged, ie. a guaranteed timeframe for return of
your funds and enough money to buy back into the real estate market?”
We emailed just over 6000 residents, and we had a 25% response rate within 72 hours - 1551 respondents. Only 62% of
respondents said “No, they would not move out”. 28% said they either definitely or possibly would move. And 10% were
unsure. So, over ⅓ are not confident that they would want to stay in their retirement village.
The fact is we’ve discussed this ad-nauseum. The average aged 81 year old village resident is not getting any younger. We
need action now. A regulatory review will consider the scenarios, operators will still have choice, and the local and overseas
examples prove that changes can be made successfully, including guaranteed buybacks or sharing capital gain. Operators
will continue to make good profits (maybe just not at the same rate as what they’ve been used to) and, the legislators can
fix the imbalance between operator and resident, giving residents the protections that they rightfully deserve.
The big question is, will any legislative changes apply Retrospectively, or will they only apply Prospectively?

Retrospective or Prospective
Changes for RENTAL TENANTS were made retrospectively so that ALL
would benefit from these new protections.

If we want fairness for the 48,000+ VILLAGE RESIDENTS that already call
their retirement village, home - then any review would ensure that
each one of these residents were also protected by any updated
legislation.
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Well, the RTA was applied retrospectively. Yes, but some say that the RTA is different - we can’t just go undoing or
modifying existing ORA contracts. The fact is, if the clauses are unfair, or defeat the purpose of the Act, then yes we can
amend them, and we must. Can you imagine what would happen if changes only applied prospectively to the RV Act?
Lawyers, advisers, and media would be telling prospective residents to hold off signing up until any new changes came into
force - meaning the 48,000 existing residents won’t get their money back until people start moving in under the new law.
While we continue to work with the operator stakeholders to try and find mutual solutions, the current response has been
that whatever minor changes they might support will only be supported prospectively, not retrospectively. Unfortunately,
and with respect, there is still a vast chasm to achieving agreement between the various stakeholder parties on some of the
key issues.

Before I ask for some of the RVR Executive to come up to answer any questions I’d like to finish with some audience
participation…
Can I ask that if you have currently or previously signed an ORA to live in a retirement village - would you please stand up.
[Residents will stand]
Right. How many of you in this room are not being paid by an employer or your own business to attend this forum? So
you’re here voluntarily.
How many of you volunteer on a committee or social group for the benefit of others in your community?
How many of you are in your 70’s or 80’s?
And how many of you have or have recently had a six figure or seven figure amount of capital out on loan earning 0%
interest?
Thanks. Please stay standing.
Consumer NZ wrote an article about “the bank of mum and dad (BOMD)” back in April. They said they were the 5th biggest
owner occupier lender in NZ with 22.6 billion. Well, there’s another bank… it’s “the bank of grandma and grandad (BOGG)”
- so, if we multiply the 36,000 village units by a conservative average of $650,000 per ORA we get just over that figure of
over $22.6 billion dollars. In fact, the RVA’s website states it’s a $106 billion dollar industry and growing.
So, why does this sector need “the bank of grandma and grandad” - to prop it up? Is it really that unstable?
If we don’t address some of these key issues now, such as the need for a mandated return of a resident’s loan, then we’ll
have 48,000+ residents having to continue to be “the bank of grandma and grandad” - and that’s not fair. If we continue to
rely on residents like these people standing in front of you here ie. “the bank of grandma and grandad” - to prop this sector
up, then this industry is literally going to end up - stuck in the BOG.
Any legislative change needs to be about these people standing here as well as the ones that will move into a village after
them. This is about fairness and consumer protection for all residents - not just the future ones.

FINISH.

